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Abstract
The strong technological development in the use of virtual images has allowed science, associated with design, to integrate them 
to different applications in the physical field, interacting with the real world, proposing metaphors and innovative optical 
representation of imagery processes, redefining and challenging the logic consciousness. With the evolution of 3D systems, the 
images were projected to the outside of the screens, earned dimensions beyond the right plan and a concept of "live”, not 
previously possible. This trend for innovation has carried parts of the holographic universe for interactive applications, where it 
becomes necessary to achieve and support technology by design projects and the domain anthropometric systems and processes,
adapting and integrating the hologram in real time, scale and actual situation. Interactive digital display systems, with picture 
effects in 3D hyper-reality, require new platforms that enable seamless interaction between the physical body and holography. 
This analysis is the proposal to identify and classify some of holographic applications supported by innovative design, 
demonstrating that from fiction to science fact, the hologram provides a reality by metaphorical and metaphysical bias, 
compatible and consistent with the behavior of the new societies with joint-impact media. Holograms, replacing real images meet 
the expectations and interests in technological innovation in step with scientific developments, using a repertoire of design
elements grounded by systemic domains and systemic vision.
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1. Introduction
The perspective to interpret reality from the standpoint of the Holographic Paradigm, a meta-structure to explain 
the phenomena of consensual reality [1], has won the scientific community and continues to gain space in several 
areas of Science and life. Holography with its striking effect has been revealed as a sophisticated and innovative tool 
and has enabled new insights, starting with the nature of light and optical representation until reaching the digital 
innovations and interactive applications. Its main advantage is to be a metaphorical visual communication 
technology with the ability to reconstruct the size, shape and the three-dimensionality of an object, where any 
change can be noticed, even in millimeters in its reproduction. There is enough consensus and evidence that the 
"total" record of the hologram contains each of the parts of the complete hologram and it can be seen in full record 
from a restricted angle that allows visualization. This is the opposite process to Newtonian Science because explores 
the different dimensions of reality, and sustains the acceptance of systemic vision. The process shows that a small 
piece of the hologram contains all the information, of the whole image, of the entire hologram; and due to this 
feature Holography is an effective information storage technique [2,3,4,5]. The technique was developedin 1947 by 
Hungarian physicist Dennis Gabor - Nobel in 1971 [6,4]. As a phenomenon of fuzzy logic or a process of optical 
representation, holography has been studied by many different aspects, specialists and areas. Initially by its 
metaphorical aspect, then by the artistic and poetic effects, form and applications in optical representation; in 
sequence, by scientific factors and parallels between quantum mechanics and ancient mysticism. Later, by its 
storage capacity, began to be applied into digital systems and human-computer interaction (HCI), and to get 
practical results on projects of interaction with the design and engineering applications of human interfaces. But the 
special aspect that “lifted” it to several applications in the last three decades was the storage unique capacity of the 
hologram, and the “Holo” element, the full record reproduction [4].
As for the etymology, the word holography gives clues about its properties. Thedictionary contains thatGreek 
word “Holo-(s)” means "all, whole, complete, full", and the word “Graphos-Graphy” means write, indicating a form 
or process of writing, representing; from “Graphein” means "write, express by written characters," earlier "to draw, 
represent by lines, drawn"[7,8]. Therefore, we confirm the definition: holography corresponds to the "entire record" 
or "full record" of an image. The growing interest in the holographic paradigm and its study has been intensified 
recently, and the integrality aspect becomes an important elementthat has been studied by lots of researchers in 
several areas of Science. New ideas in cosmology were deepened by thenotorious Stephen Hawking and the theory 
known as "holographic principle" was developed by Susskind (2006) [9], a Stanford's physic. They were completed 
with the same views of the “Holographic Paradigm” theories related on previous studies of physicists Charles Thorn 
and Gerardus 't Hooft [10], besidesthe contributions of other scientists of the last century. In a complementary way, 
the theory of Pribram in "Languages of the Brain" describes that our access to memory and consciousness arises 
from a process similar to reconstructing a hologram[11]. Considers that all information stored in the brain is 
organized in layers similarly to related on the hologram, and they are processing similarly to the "Fourier transform" 
[12]. As defined Morin [13], memory building aspect is the most important point in understanding the hologram and 
a complex paradigm. The concept of holography known till now, as the three-dimensional reproduction of images 
by laser, is the same process of the brain, and confirms that it means "the whole universe would be part of a giant 
hologram, an image created by the mind, containing both matter as to consciousness in a single field" [14].Ken 
Wilber studied the concept of Hólons, and the Holographic model of the brain [1], and according to studies of 
Wilber[15]and Pribram [16], everything we envision in our world, which surrounds us and extends to our 
comprehension of the universe, are the results of images formed by electrical signals processed in our brain [1].
Consciousness creates the appearance perceived by the brain of our body and everything that we interpret in the
physical field [16].One of the most amazing statements Bohm emphasizesis that the tangible reality of everyday life 
is really a kind of illusion, like a holographic image, and behind it there exists a deeper order, a more fundamental 
level and wider reality that generates all objects and events in our physical world in the same way that a piece of 
holographic film generates a hologram [12,17]. As one of the most complex phenomena of human consciousness, 
holography defined by Bohm proof that the universe actually employs holographic principle. There are many studies 
of the subject through different approaches including fuzzy logic. By Talbot [14] the "macro reality" is perceived 
from this fuzzy logic phenomenon, resulting in optical representation or as proposed by him, in a new conception of 
matter based in the holography and its principles. As Flüsser argues, when Plato was alive, the world was 
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understood by the touchable "available material”, and today, instead, we try to "materialize" the forms [18]. The 
concept stablished by physics and metaphysics about the holographic universe fits in the concept of “alternate 
universes”, the “multiverse or meta-universe” [19] and the “holographic multiverse”, derived from the theory that 
the surface area of a space can simulate the volume of the region, in which the shape is not defined by matter [20]. 
Anyway, the metaphor of imaginationovercomes to reality.
Anthropology explains that humanculture idealizes its evolution in imaginary frameworks; follows towards the 
reality to materialize their ideas and continuously improve. This same approach is applied to to innovation and new 
technologies that dominate the unknown, and Laplantine & Trindade corroborate this view stating that "we live the 
search for new paths that can lead to understanding and overcoming of reality"1‡[21]). Evidencing this, science 
fiction has starred and anticipated the creation of some of the best known technologies that were later implemented 
in practice. The current technological development confirms trends of fiction literature, as for one example, in Jules 
Verne stories suggesting technologies regarded as fanciful, which over time were adapted to scientific progress. 
Narrating a futuristic perspective on the tack of civilizations, the saga "Star Wars", for almost 40 years ago, showed 
a hologram of the central character (Princess Leia) in the beginning of the first episode (in the 70's), as reported by 
[14].It is at least intriguing that after decades of this fact many artistic, innovativetechnological creations and events 
still have shown the hologram technique withrelevance in “live" action - in real time and interactively with the 
human figure and similar.
Despite the huge diversity of applications and possibilities of use of holography in our times, this article intends
to show examples by the perspective of interactive and 3D Hologram projections using the representation of the 
human figure and its relations, and how became possible to achieve this result.
2. The metaphor of the ghost machines
In the 18th century, under the influence of the age of Romanticism, a new kind of optical representation emerged 
from techniques of “magic lantern” shows (created in the 17th century) and with the “Ombres chinoises”, a kind of 
shadow theater. At the beginning, the magic lantern was created for entertainment and fun, as well as the shadow 
shows, to develop imagery stories. But the metaphorical character turned them to project scary images, hauntings, 
Phantoms and supernatural effects, receiving in this release the name of “Phantasmagoria” [22,23].The techniques 
and derivations of those two methods gave tools and resources for an initial simulation of the hologram as 
Phantasmagoria. The technique was improved in France and the movement had elements of the bizarre and 
irrational including Gothic mystery (Unterseher et al, 1999). The popular interest at time in gothic and supernatural 
aspects explained the rise and, more specifically, the success of phantasmagoria for productions; because it traced 
metaphors that are traditionally conveyed to the presence of immaterial forces [22].The first famous exponent of 
phantasmagoria, or the ghost machines, was Étienne-Gaspard Robert (1763–1837), known as Robertson, that 
created a new way to show the illusion in 1793, through the magic of flashlight [22]. As Warner describes, 
Robertson was a pioneer in the performances and shows in this sense, and with his knowledge of optics, Robert saw 
the real potential of what would become "phantasmagoria". At the same time, JH Pepper, named as the creator of the 
first hologram method and for this reason called "Pepper’s Ghost”- the "Ghost Pepper", [23]. Pepper was known 
also as a chemist and developed improvements to the method using mirrors and glass plates, during the scientific 
period of the 19th century, and it was introduced successfully in London theaters in 1860, refining the archaic 
techniques and the flashlights to project images involved by smokescreens or semitransparent screens. As “The 
Mercury” Journal wrote in 1863: “This admirable ghost is the offspring of two fathers, of a learned member of the 
Society of Civil Engineers, Henry Dircks, Esq., and of Professor Pepper, of the Polytechnic” [23]. Pepper reportedly 
said in that period that the concreteness of reality is only a holographicillusion andit seems to be the same as Talbot
[14] and Wilber [15] after centuries. His "Ghost" impressed the public, with effects that allowed objects and/or 
people "materialize", slowly emerging as ghosts on the scene. The "ghost" that generated the illusion was just an 
actor located forward and below the stage floor, not visible as a living being or "matter ", but reflected by a projector 
on a glass panel off the stage and transforms the image in a historical object [23].
1Author's translationof Laplantine& Trindade, 1997,pp.2.
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a    b
Fig. 1. (a) D’après une gravure tirée du Magasin pittoresque (1849), it’s supposed to be similar to Robertson representation. In: Home:
http://www.cceae.umontreal.ca/IMG/pdf/CEL_0102.pdf., 2004. (b) Spectacle with “Phantasmagoria” effect supposed to be similar to Peppers 
Ghost. Illustration: “Dessin de Jakandler: Illusions d’optiquer- Les Spectres”; TheatherScene, London,1862.
The technique was refined by Dircks, using multiple projectors, usually mounted on rails, allowing the movement 
of pictures, dynamically creating the illusion of the scene getting close and moving back, as a zoom. This trick 
involves the philosophical question of perception and illusion set on the paradox of what is just visible, and what is 
matter, taken as real. This innovative technique set up an evolution within the "design" proposed in the presentation. 
The images that are showed "before our eyes" were overlaid on the real world in real time, and when interacting 
with real actors and objects, caused great impact and succeeded. From the middle of last century, the technique has 
been improved with innovation, engineering and design, and ergonomic projects, where the less realistic 
interferences were discarded, as they would strain the clarity of the image.
3. The Innovation: a new relationship between technology, culture and art
Benton was the pioneer in the field of modern holography and its 3-D images process in the 20th century, after 
Gabor’s method, and he became the inventor of the rainbow hologram, which is around the word used in credit 
cards [25]. The Harvard engineer and scientist, was director of CAVS (Advanced Visual Studies) at the MIT Media 
Lab, and one responsible for the dissemination and applicability of holography [26] and stated that "the intersection 
between science, art and technology is what makes it so interesting the holography"[4]. The system and processes of 
Robertson, Pepper and Dircks evolved and were manipulated by many scientistsand electronic engineers besides
Benton, but the 3D interactive process was specially intensified and became more recurrent at the end of century. 
The application was very enhanced by technology until get to a method patented by Uwe Maass (1995), who applied 
the digital technology successfully and highlighted the called Musion Eyeliner 3D system[27].The application of 
innovative and impactful system creates almost a historical or memorable presence that is reaffirmed with the image 
of the interface designed with the hologram. Stand out their shows created for the virtual band Gorillaz in 2006 and 
singers (in memoriam) and Tupac in 2012, at the Coachella Music Festival[27,28], performing in interaction, live, 
with Dr. Dre and Snoop Dogg. Holography allows a multitude of applications creating an unlimited relationship 
between phenomenon, technology, art and culture. The system is based on the public's desire to want to see or 
remember their icons and some of holographic images simulations that refer to presentations still active in memory 
and identification with the idols. Others are built plus new elements or local, as in the case of holograms that arise 
following other artists, singing and / or dancing in duets in circumstances not made in life. In this format you reach 
the goal of unprecedented, impacting on the service or product strategy. In the case, something that is not part of the 
repertoire of memory recorded by fans. As Dimensional Studios reports “the Eyeliner System produces images of 
high resolution and quality that make them unmistakably real, which is what happened when Madonna performed 
the opening number at the Grammy Awards” in 2012 [27].
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a b
Fig. 2. (a) Image of “Tupac Hologram”, Coachella, 2012- interactive hologram - Musion Eyeliner System - rapper Tupac “back to life” on stage 
with Snoop Dog and Dr. Dre, adapted from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TGbrFmPBV0Y; ( b) technical description of the “Tupac 
Hologram”, Coachella, 2012; Illustration by Roxanne Palmer for the International Business Times. 
This feature awakens even greater interest as it gives a unique quality to the show. Today it also works as a new 
media and technology in contemporary visual arts as well as video mapping 3D projections; the phenomenon is 
actually applied as an impact midia as explained by Barcellos [29] “These interventions, which create new ways of 
thinking and relate to the concept of product and business can be described as a "collision" between technology, art, 
media, architecture, trade and innovation that impacts through design, image and excitement stimulated by 
interactive technology resources” [29].
Holography has generated other known "idols" in Japan, called "Vocaloids." The country has shown a strong 
preference for this type of presentation with the creation of these artists / full virtual singers. These characters made 
public shows for 2.000 people, and operas with stories, songs and fully own lives, creating a virtual unreal existence 
and selling their products and music. Inexplicably the Vocaloids has achieved a huge and diverse audience in age 
and gender, and obtained great success.
4. Engineering and design on interactive 3D holography
It is important to clearly highlight the difference of holography and photography, as they are constantly mixed up. 
Their techniques are totally different from each other, and based on distinct optical principles, having also 
completely different physical properties. The holographic system consists of recording a infinity of points of 
different axis of an image, forming a pattern from which the brain reconstructs the original with the three-
dimensional effect. The technique uses the registry of different light interference patterns, which can generate or 
display images in three dimensions. The photography, instead, does not create a connection or conciousness of 
neural connections, by making a record of the flat image frozen in a single viewing angle [3].Unlike the photo, 
holograms can correlate and store a huge amount of information, with the advantage that the inverse transformation 
returns the correlation results to spatial and temporal patterns that are the same as the ones that help us to navigate 
our universe. 
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Fig. 3. Doctor Partho Sengupta,(American Society of Echocardiography), presents a holographic exposition at ASE 2013/ EUA – adapted from 
http://www.tradeshowhologram.com – ASE 2013/EUA.
The Musion System innovated in their platforms with a Portfolio of products and technologies adapted by many 
aspects of Design, effects, and other interfaces, all pointed with anthropometric adaptations. They are presented with 
some impact metaphorical names like“Digital Resurrection” and “Telepresence”.In the academic area the system 
allows speakers, teachers and doctors to use its interactive holograms “live” in conferences and meetings, in order to 
"give" lectures and courses.In some events the speaker gets to be replaced entirely by your own hologram without 
his real presence. Anyone interviewer can interact with a hologram on a real-time or previously recorded. The 
hologram in real size of a real orator can expose information and data on a 3D hologram Power Point method, and 
then he can return to interact with a hologram of a concerned person. Multifunction are possible within the same 
project. According to Mission (2014), Telepresence is described as a holographic telepresence technology and seems 
to “represents the future of communication, enabling you to connect more effectively and make an incredible impact 
on your audience” [27]. A great example was the perform, in 2014, with the actual Indian Prime Minister, Narendra 
Modi (during five week)who “delivered”his campaign speeches across India reaching up to 126 sites 
simultaneously[27], and the result reposted is that “his political exposure was unrivalled by using our newest 
designed mobile platforms, enabling his message to reach millions” by their groundbreaking holographic 
conferencing technology. Inspired by video conferencing, the systems was taken to another level, to delivering life-
sized 3D experiences in real time.
The creation of platforms with interactive holography allows to "levitate" the image, but there isn't still a way to 
project the image anywhere, but only in a given space; a device projects the image only in a predetermined field.One 
of the most promising applications of the hologram results from the aspect of "cloning" image of human parts that 
sparked interest for experiments and recent applications in medicine. In this case the simulacrum of the original is 
satisfactory to evaluate interventions and applicable results. As for example,in the diagnostic and surgical 
cardiology. Innovation has overcome technical about to become possible, in detail, a review of the condition of the 
heart that receives circulatory flow analysis, or possible diagnostic virtual surgical incisions, through the 
manipulation of images for interactive 3D holography.This Interactive Live Holography need application of 
ergonomics in relation to the projection of scale should look for royal proportions, compatible with the position and 
the observed perspective. This application is located on the need to interact with the projection in real or appropriate 
size, realizing the resemblance to the awareness of the true picture, validating the interaction. Completely different 
versions emerged from the field of hologram techniques coming out of the field of arts and museums.
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Fig. 4. “From Science Fiction to Science Fact”, introducing medical holography “live” - Interactive Live Holography - the world's first 3D 
holographic display and interface system, initially for medical imaging applications, adapted fromhttp://www.realviewimaging.com, access 
December 02, 2014.
The latest and innovative product that combines Design and holography is the "holographic computer" Microsoft 
Hololens, presented in 2015 thatbrings together the developments and previous research, and approaches to the end 
user. Uses a device display type that has connection with a holographic processor (Holographic Processing Unit or 
HPU). It is the result of developments arising from the interactive hologram, with a hint of the variant used in 
Vocaloids as it is a fully oriented system to interpret gestures and voices, allowing you to create, access information 
and entertainment, and generate new forms of communication.
5. Conclusion
The applicability of the hologram is varied by the "presential" character,non-material.  To transpose parts of the 
holographical universe into an interactive application, it is necessary that an anthropometrical and 
ergonometricproject supports the achieved technological development, enabling the necessary hyper-realism, 
interaction, atthe exact moment of projection. The design adapted to ergonomic study configures intrinsic 
characteristics anddemonstrates that it is possible to deal with rather delicate or controversial matters, where there is 
an evidentemotional impact. The 3D images exert fascination under virtual form, especially in situations that could 
overlap the reality and logic. This intensifies when this "unreality" can compose or impose cognition of "presence" 
accepted by the brain as concrete and in such a way convincing, working with memory and the neural connection. It 
is noticeable the interest in results in the application of design with hologram. The essential search focuses on: 
1) verifying the concreteness and innovation of a feasible design that adds important elements and overlap those 
already known as scientific development; 2) the design presenting itself in a striking manner; 3) that the project 
achieves such level of image transference, that it reaches a real effect. The virtual presence creates an acceptance 
within the brain framework, and is complemented by the interfaces, interactive applications that determine the level 
of success that the project can get. No doubt the interest in holographic is gaining multidisciplinary dimensions. It is 
a fact that the scientific community has been accepting the relevance of holograms, proven in the recent discoveries 
of science and physics. The application of hologram, from simple 2D images on credit cards to the sophisticated and 
interactive 3D human or medical devices shows that it’s possible to create techniques far beyond these presented 
aspects in favor of science. But it’s necessary to constantly update and monitor the rapid developments in area, in its 
real scientific contribution and specially it’s`1 essential to maintain the ethics in the use of deceased people pictures, 
poi by the excess and exploitation that comes from this practice, go to disregard and distort the use of images.. The 
increasing use of holography, integrated into real contexts, confirms the natural way of virtual images and 3D for an 
"existence" off-screen. It is noteworthy that there is a strong mystical and emotional sense on holograms, beyond the 
visual, by the metaphysical side. Noting that each particle parts of universe carries a whole containing all the 
standards of 2D probabilities to an actual event to be designed in 3D, "tailored" to physical existence, one can think 
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of a one way trip and in an evolving of paradigms based on non-linear thinking, a meta-structure and design reality. 
This reality may soon be naturally incorporated into the activities of the daily routine, significantly aiding the 
sciences and human existence within the Cosmos and the systemic domains in life.
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